Profilin1 regulates sternum development and endochondral bone formation
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Background: Profilin1 is required for actin cytoskeletal modulation.

Results: Mice lacking Profilin1 in mesenchymal progenitor cells exhibit cleft sternum and delay in endochondral bone formation. Profilin1 inactivation in skeletal cells reduces motile function of skeletal cells.

Conclusion: Profilin1 regulates skeletal development and facilitates skeletal cell migration.

Significance: Our findings provide new insights into skeletal development based on cytoskeletal function.

Summary

Bone development is a dynamic process that requires cell motility and morphological adaptation under the control of actin cytoskeleton. This actin cytoskeleton system is regulated by critical modulators including actin binding proteins. Among them, profilin1 (Pfn1) is a key player to control actin fiber structure and it is involved in a number of cellular activities such as migration. During the early phase of body development, skeletal stem cells and osteoblastic progenitor cells migrate to form initial rudiments for future skeletons. During this migration, these cells extend their process based on actin cytoskeletal rearrangement to locate themselves in an appropriate location within microenvironment. However, the role of Pfn1 in regulation of mesenchymal progenitor cells (MPCs) during skeletal development is incompletely understood. Here, we examined the
role of Pfn1 in skeletal development using a genetic ablation of Pfn1 in MPCs by using Prx1-Cre recombinase. We found that Pfn1 deficiency in MPCs caused complete cleft sternum. Notably, Pfn1 deficient mice exhibited absence of trabecular bone in the marrow space of appendicular long bone. This phenotype is location specific, as Pfn1 deficiency did not largely affect osteoblasts in cortical bone. Pfn1 deficiency also suppressed longitudinal growth of long bone. In vitro, Pfn1 deficiency induced retardation of osteoblastic cell migration. These observations revealed that Pfn1 is a critical molecule for the skeletal development and this could be at least in part associated with the retardation of cell migration.

Introduction

Skeletal development is a critical base for body plan and is essential for making bones for appropriate locomotive functions. Endochondral bone formation takes place during the skeletal development in vertebrates and plays a major role in the longitudinal growth of long bones. At the beginning of endochondral bone formation, mesenchymal progenitor cells (MPCs) condense and differentiate into chondrocytes to form cartilaginous rudiments. Subsequently, perichondrium differentiates and osteoblasts produce bone collar. When the initial vascular invasion into the cartilage rudiments occurs, the primary ossification center is formed in developing bone. At this point, osteoblast precursors in the perichondrium migrate into developing marrow to form trabecular bone (1-4).

During such skeletal development, progenitor cells would form primordia of future bone. In this process, these cells associate together by moving from their original sites to the location of each bone. When the cells become condensed within the primordia, the shape of these cells is shifting from fibroblastic to cuboidal morphology. Then, the cells begin to secrete extracellular matrix. The skeletal cells contact not only extracellular environment, but also their neighboring cells. These physical features require cell movement, which are under the control of cytoskeletal actin dynamics (5).

Pfn1 is an actin monomer-binding protein and has been implicated in many cellular activities including cell migration (6). Pfn1 general knockout mice are lethal at two cell stage (7) and therefore are not suitable for functional studies of Pfn1 during skeletal development. Cartilage-specific Pfn1 conditional knockout mice that were produced based on the use of type II collagen-Cre system reveal reduction in chondrocyte division, while development of skeletal elements that requires movement of progenitor cell is grossly normal in such mice(8). Thus, the role of Pfn1 in skeletal morphogenesis during developmental process of bone remains incompletely understood.

To obtain an insight into the role of Pfn1 in the early morphogenesis during skeletal development, we hypothesized that progenitor cells before the stage of cartilage production may require Pfn1 function. Therefore, we conditionally deleted Pfn1 in skeletal stem cells in the limb buds using Prx1-Cre system. Our results demonstrate that Pfn1 is a critical molecule for the sternum development and trabecular bone formation and that these defects caused by Pfn1 inactivation could be at least in part associated with the retardation of cell migration during endochondral bone formation.
Experimental Procedures

Animals

Pfn1-floxed (Pfn1^fl/fl) mice were generated previously (8). To obtain a conditional mutant mouse line lacking Pfn1 in mesenchymal cells of limb-bud origin, Pfn1^fl/fl mice were crossed with Prx1-Cre transgenic mice (9). Genotypes of the progenies were examined by genomic PCR using the primer sets designed for Pfn1^fl/fl (flox) allele, Pfn1-null (Δ) allele, and Prx1-Cre transgene (Cre). The experiments were approved by the animal welfare committee of Tokyo Medical and Dental University.

X-gal staining

Whole bodies of newborn (P0) mice, and embryonic day 11.5 (E11.5) to E18.5 mouse embryos were used for X-gal (5-bromo 4-chloro 3-indolyl β-D-galactopyranoside) staining and skeletal preparation. For X-gal staining to detect LacZ activity, whole bodies of newborn mice and the embryos were skinned and eviscerated as much as possible. These specimens were fixed in 0.2% glutaraldehyde and in 1% paraformaldehyde for 1 hour at room temperature. Whole mount LacZ activities of the mouse embryos and the new bone mice were visualized by incubating the prepared specimens with X-gal in PBS buffer containing K$_4$Fe(CN)$_6$ and K$_3$Fe(CN)$_6$ at 4°C overnight (10).

Skeletal Preparation

For skeletal preparation, skinned and eviscerated mice and embryos were fixed by 100% ethanol. Skeletons were stained with alcian blue and alizarin red for cartilaginous and mineralized regions respectively, according to standard protocol (11).

Micro CT analyses

For micro-CT analysis, whole body or femora of newborn mice were fixed in 4% PFA at 4°C overnight and then stored in 70% ethanol. These samples were subjected to 3D-micro CT analyses, using MX-90 3D equipment (Medixtech, Tokyo) and Tri/3D-Bon software (Ratoc System Engineering). The X-ray source was set at 90 kV and at 90 µA, respectively.

Cell Culture

Osteoblastic MC3T3-E1 cells were cultured in the α-MEM supplemented with 10% FBS at 37°C under 5% CO$_2$. Primary cells from E15.5 humerus/femora obtained by enzymatic digestion were cultured according to the protocol previously described (12). Briefly, the cells dissociated in the digestion medium (DMEM supplemented with 2% FBS, 0.3% collagenase, and 0.1% trypsin) for 2 hours were plated at 1×10^4 cells/cm$^2$, in the osteogenic medium (DMEM supplemented with 10%FBS, 5mM β-glycerophosphate, and 100µg/ml ascorbic acid).

Histological Analysis

Limbs, long bones and thoraces dissected from newborn mice and embryos were fixed by 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) at 4°C overnight. Fixed specimens were paraffin embedded and sectioned at 5 µm thickness. When necessary, bones were decalcified for 3 days prior to the paraffin embedding. Haematoxylin and eosin (HE), tartrate-resistant acidic phosphatase (TRAP), von Kossa, and alcian blue staining were performed according to standard protocols. Alkaline phosphatase (ALP) activity was detected using BM Purple staining solution (Roche Diagnostics Japan, Tokyo) according to the manufacture’s protocols.

qRT-PCR Analysis

Total RNA was isolated from limbs, humerus, and cultured cells using Trizol regent (Life
First-strand cDNA synthesis was performed using high-capacity cDNA reverse transcription kit (Life Technologies Japan). Quantitative RT-PCR (qRT-PCR) analysis was performed using ABI FAST SYBR Green Master Mix (Life Technologies Japan) and the thermal-cycler/detection system “Step One” (Life Technologies Japan).

**Si RNA transfection**

MC3T3-E1 osteoblast-like cells were plated on coverslips at the density of $2 \times 10^3$ cells/cm$^2$. 24 hours later, the cells were transfected with 10 nM of control or Pfn1 siRNAs (Life Technologies Japan, #4390843 and #s71525), using RNAiMAX reagent (Life Technologies Japan). The transfected cells were cultured at standard condition, for 48 hours. To analyze the filamentous actin structure, the cells were fixed by 4% PFA for 10 min at room temperature, and permeabilized by 0.1% Triton X-1000. The cells were blocked with 1% BSA in PBS for 20 min followed by incubation with fluorescently labeled phalloidin (Life Technologies Japan, #A12379) for 20 min at room temperature. Coverslips were treated with a mounting medium containing DAPI (Life Technologies Japan, #P36931), and microscopic analysis was performed using fluorescent microscope (Olympus).

Proliferative activities of the MC3T3-E1 cells transfected with siRNAs were analyzed by MTT [3-(4, 5-Dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2, 5-Diphenyltetrazolium Bromide] assay. MTT cell proliferation analyses were performed according to the standard method (13).

**Migration assay**

Scratch cell migration assay was performed as described previously (14). Briefly, the siRNA transfected MC3T3-E1 cells were trypsinized at 48 hours after transfection, and re-plated on 6-well at $1 \times 10^5$ cells/cm$^2$ density. The cells were incubated for 6 hours and were scraped using a 200 µl pipette tip. Images were obtained at 0, 24, and 48 hours after scratching.

**Statistical Analysis**

Values were expressed as means ± sem (standard error). Statistical significance of the differences of means was tested by two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) and by Student’s t-test.

**Results**

**Profilin1 deficiency in mesenchymal progenitor cells induces sternum defect**

In order to study the role of Profilin1 (Pfn1) in early skeletal development, we planned to cross Pfn1-floxed mice (Pfn1$^{fl/fl}$) (8) with Prx1-Cre transgenic mice (9). First, regional expression pattern of the Cre transgene activities was examined by crossing the Prx1-Cre transgenic mice with a transgenic mice carrying LacZ cDNA in the locus of ROSA26 (15) (16) (17). Our data on X-gal staining for the double transgenic mice (Prx1-Cre$^{+/−}$; ROSA26$^{LacZ/+}$, hereafter Prx1-Cre; Rosa26R or Prx1$^{−−}$KO) indicated that the Cre transgene mediated LacZ activity was positive in the limbs and limb-girdle mesenchyme at E11.5 (Figure 1A, B). This pattern of LacZ signals was also seen in neonatal (P0) mice (Figure 1C). In higher magnification. The LacZ signals were observed in chondrocytes, osteoblasts and periosteal cells in the long bones (Figures 1C, D). Cre-mediated recombination...
was further confirmed based on genomic PCR using DNA of the newborn humerus (Figure 1E), and quantitative RT-PCR using the RNA prepared from embryonic limbs and sternum (Figure 1F).

Then, we mated the \( \text{Pfn1}^{fl/fl} \) mice with \( \text{Prx1} \)-Cre transgenic mice. Genotypes of the progenies at P0 indicated that mice were born at normal Mendelian ratio. The frequency of the mice carrying both \( \text{Prx1} \)-Cre transgene and homozygous \( \text{Pfn1} \)-floxed allele (\( \text{Prx1} \)-Cre;\( \text{Pfn1}^{fl/fl} \)) was about 25% (from here on, we referred to these mice as cKO (conditional KO)). Strikingly, these newborn mice exhibited complete cleft sternum (Figure 2B, D) at high penetration ratio (16/17; 94%), as cKO phenotype and died shortly after birth. Although there was one exceptional cKO mouse escaping from complete cleft sternum, it still exhibited incomplete cleft sternum and the partial fusion was only at xiphoid process (data not shown).

These cKO mice also exhibited shortening and curving of the sternum (Figure 2A-D). Since no such phenotype was observed in control \( \text{Pfn1}^{fl/fl} \) mice (0/22; hereafter, we designated these mice as control) (Figure 2A, C), we regarded that the phenotype was caused by \( \text{Pfn1} \) deficiency in the sternum primordium in these mice. Positive X-gal staining was observed in the sternum in \( \text{Prx1} \)-Cre;ROSA26 mice at E11.5 (data not shown).

To examine whether the impairment of lung expansion may exist as a possible cause of perinatal death, we tested the floating capacity of the newborn lungs by putting them into the saline. Lungs dissected from control newborn mice floated in the saline (3/3; 100%). In contrast, cKO lung never floated (0/3; 0%). These results indicated that the lungs of cKO mouse failed to expand by air respiration after birth, due to the cleft sternum.

Sternum develops from primordial bilateral sternal bars. Sternal bars move ventrally at first, and then move medially to fuse at midline during E13.5-16.5 (18-20). To gain insights into the cause of impairment of sternal fusion in cKO mice, we examined morphological changes during developmental process of cKO sternum (E13.5 to E16.5 and P0) by using skeletal preparation. Morphological differences between the cKO and control mice were observed at E13.5 (Figure 2G, H). In cKO mice, the sternal bars were widely separated while those in control mice were partially fused. At E14.5, the sternal bars in control mice were fused in the midline (Figure 2I, arrowheads). In contrast, sternal bars in cKO mice were still separated from each other (Figure 2J, arrow heads). Similar defects were observed in E16.5 and P0 mice (Figure 2L, B).

Histological sections of newborn sternum also indicated the defect of sternal bar fusion in cKO mice (Figure 2E, F). Differentiation of the chondrocytes did not seem to be severely affected since calcification of sternal segments was observed in skeletal preparation (Figure 2A-D) and in 3D micro-CT analysis of the cKO and control mice (Figure 3).

**\( \text{Pfn1} \) deficiency causes abnormal endochondral bone formation**

The analysis of sternum indicated apparent impairment of skeletal development in cKO mice. Therefore, we also analyzed long bones in limbs. To examine the effects of \( \text{Pfn1} \) deficiency on the development of long bones, histological sections of humerus at E14.5, E15.5,
and E16.5 for control and cKO background were examined (Figure 4). Although the thickness of resting and proliferating chondrocyte layers did not seem to be affected, chondrocytes were sparse in cKO humerus compared to the control mice (Figure 4A-D). There was a certain hereogeneity in the density of the staining of alcian blue in the bone but these vary depending on animals and no consistent trend of cKO effects in terms of the pattern of alcian blue staining was observed in E14.5 humerus.

Alkaline phosphatase (ALP) positive cells were observed in bone collar in E14.5 in both control and cKO (Figure 4G, H) and these cells continued to be present in E15.5 (Figure 4I, J) and E16.5 (Figure 4K, L). On E16.5, ALP-positive cells were on the periosteal regions in both control and cKO. However, ALP-positive cells were not observed in the marrow space in cKO bones even at E16.5 (Figure 4L and inset), whereas the ALP-positive cells in control bones were observed not only in perichondrium but also in the marrow space by that time (Figure 4K and inset).

Interesting feature in the limb bone of cKO mice at birth (P0) compared to control was the absence of trabecular bone (Figure 5A, B; TB, trabecular bone). In contrast to the absence of trabecular bone, cortical bone was observed in the diaphysis in cKO mice (Figure 5A-D; cortical bone(CB), arrows). Primary and secondary trabecular bone structures as well as marrow were observed in the control long bone at birth (Figure 5C; TB, trabecular bone; BM, bone marrow). In contrast, the diaphyseal regions of cKO long bone at birth were mostly filled with hypertrophic cartilage (Figure 5D; HC, hypertrophic cartilage) and trabecular bone was totally missing in the diaphysis of cKO mutants (Figure 5D). Blood cells were localized in the marrow and adjacent to hypertrophic cartilage in control type (Figure 5C, asterisk). However, the long bones in cKO mice contained less blood cells (Figure 5D, asterisk).

As hypertrophic cartilage and bone are resorbed by the multinucleated cells that are positive for TRAP (tartrate resistant acid phosphatase), so called chondroclasts and osteoclasts respectively, we stained the sections of long bones of control and cKO mutants at birth for TRAP activity. In control mice, TRAP positive multinucleated cells were observed in the trabecular bone (Figure 5E; osteoclast, arrowheads and inset). In cKO mutants, TRAP positive multinucleated cells were observed along with the margin of hypertrophic cartilage that occupied the bone marrow space of long bone at birth (Figure 5F; chondroclast, arrowheads and inset). These data indicate that at the time of birth, the appearance of multinucleated TRAP positive osteoclasts or chondroclasts were still observed in the absence of Pfn1. In contrast to the retardation of trabecular bone development, cortical bones were observed both in cKO mutants and control at birth as shown by micro CT examination (Figure 5G, H; arrowheads).

**Pfn1 is required for cell adhesion and migration in skeletal cells**

To investigate whether the loss of Pfn1 affects the function of skeletal progenitor cells, cells obtained from long bones of E15.5 embryos
were cultured. We found that the cells obtained from cKO embryos tended to fail to adhere and spread on the culture dish compared to the cells from control mice (Figure 6A, B, C). The effects of siRNA knockdown of *Pfn1* expression were also examined in MC3T3-E1 cells. Efficient reduction was confirmed by quantitative RT-PCR and western blotting (Figure 7A, B). Under this condition, actin cytoskeleton was stained using fluorescein-labeled phalloidin. The stress fibers consisting of actin filaments were reduced in *Pfn1* siRNA transfected (si*Pfn1*) MC3T3-E1 cells, whereas control siRNA transfected (siCtrl) cells maintained actin cytoskeleton and stress fibers (Figures 7C, D). These results suggest that *Pfn1* activity is required for modulation of actin cytoskeleton in MC3T3-E1 cells.

We further examined the effects of Pfn-1 deficiency on cell motility. We found that *Pfn1* knock down reduced motile function of the cells based on scratch cell migration assay within 48 hours after knockdown (Figure 8A, B). The reduced healing for the scratch wound in si*Pfn1* cells (Figure 9A, B) may be due to reduced motility and/or by reduced cell number. However, MTT cell proliferation assay revealed that statistically significant difference was observed only after 72 hours in culture with respect to cell proliferation in control and si*Pfn1*-treated cells (Figure 9).

**Discussion**

The present study demonstrates that Pfn1 in mesenchymal progenitor cells (MPCs) is required for sternum morphogenesis during development in vivo. Moreover, Pfn1 in MPCs is necessary for the development of trabecular bone during endochondral bone formation in newborn mice. Lastly, we found that Pfn1 regulates the actin cytoskeletal formation of osteoblastic cells and promotes the cell adhesion and cell migration in vitro. Earlier studies have demonstrated that Pfn1 is required for cellular functions associated with rapid actin cytoskeletal rearrangements (7, 8). However, the physiological role of Pfn1 in bone development in vivo has been largely unknown. This study provides the first in vivo evidence for the role of Pfn1 in sternum and trabecular bone development in vivo.

**Genetic requirement for Pfn1 in sternum development**

Cleft sternum is a subject of surgical repair in human while its genetics or etiology has not been known to date (21, 22). The sternum develops between E13.5-E16.5 of mice embryos. The bilateral sternum bands known as sternal bars migrate ventrally, and meet to fuse at midline (14, 15). Thus, the cleft sternum results from the defects of the rudiments in differentiation, growth, migration and/or fusion (2). We observed that the connection to ribs and the segmentation of sternum in cKO mice were more or less similar to that of control. However, major sternum phenotype was splitting (failure in fusion or cleft) and the penetration rate was very high.

Our results showed that the cartilage and cortical bone developed in cKO sternum, suggesting that lack of Pfn1 did not prevent the differentiation of cKO chondrocytes and osteoblasts per se. Moreover, the bilateral sternal rudiments of cKO mice at E14.5-E16.5 were located far from midline but the size of the rudiments was not largely different from control. Almost all cKO mice exhibited complete cleft
sternum (16/17 mice), but some mutant mice exhibited incomplete cleft sternum (1/17 mice); its xiphoid process of the sternum was fused in the midline, suggesting a possibility that the cleft sternum is caused by the defects in the migration of the rudiments, but is not caused by the defects in the fusion of the rudiments.

Although sternal malformations are sometimes observed in other types of mutant mouse models (18, 19), complete malformations of sternal defects are relatively rare. Interestingly, mice lacking filaminA, a widely expressed actin-binding protein, also have midline fusion defects manifesting as sternum abnormalities (23). Together with our data, actin cytoskeletal remodeling is suggested to be necessary for midline skeletal development. Whether our observation is related to human cleft sternum is still to be elucidated.

The source of the trabecular osteoblasts

Although osteoblast differentiation was not affected in cKO mice as ALP-positive cells were present in perichondrium at an appropriate stage of embryonic development, we did not observed any ALP-positive cells within the marrow space in cKO long bone at birth, whereas control mice showed ALP-positive cells in marrow space. The sources of the trabecular osteoblasts that form trabecular bone during endochondral bone formation have been controversial. Several hypotheses have been suggested that these osteoblasts may derive from perichondrium, chondrocytes, on progenitors through the blood stream, and/or from pericytes (2, 24-28). Consistent with previous findings (8), we found that Pfn1 did not inhibit the differentiation of chondrocytes per se and that cKO mice did not exhibit apparent indication for apoptotic defect in cartilage because hypertrophic cartilage were calcified normally and were replaced by bone-marrow space. However, trabecular bone had not been formed at least at birth. This indicates a delay over 4 days compared to control where trabecular bone formation was observed on E16.5. It appears that hypertrophic chondrocytes are unlikely to be the source of trabecular osteoblasts based on our observation.

The blood supply to the developing bone in cKO mice was observed on E16.5. If the progenitors are through the blood stream and/or if pericytes are the source of trabecular osteoblasts, it appears to be difficult to explain our observation. Thus, a possible alternative interpretation would be that osteoblast precursors in perichondrium may be the source. Several studies have suggested that osteoblasts and blood vessels are interdependent on each other for the invasion into developing bone. The inhibition of osteoblastogenesis in perichondrium by inactivation of Runx2, Osx, β-catenin, or Ihh showed the defect in vascular invasion and primary ossification (29-34). On the other hand, the inhibition of vascular invasion into developing bone also showed the defect in primary ossification. Our study demonstrated that the absence of trabecular osteoblasts in bone-marrow space was associated with the vascular ingrowth into developing bone.

It is known that vasculogenesis is also an important factor that contributes to skeletogenesis and morphogenesis during development. Given that MPCs can also differentiate into endothelial cells, which also must migrate during limb development, we do not exclude the possibility that in addition to the effects on skeletal progenitor cell migration, Pfn-1 deficiency may also interfere
vasculogenesis during development and may indirectly affect skeletogenesis.

There was some delay in cortical bone formation. It might be possible that the delayed cortical bone formation observed in cKO mice is related to the slightly lower cell density in the E15.5 perichondrium of the cKO.

We also examined the expression of factors in the E15.5 bone based on qRT-PCR to examine the effects of Pfn-1 deficiency on gene expression. We observed no significant differences in TRAP, RNAKL, and VEGF expression levels (data not shown). Alph2-HS-glycoprotein, which is synthesized by hepatocytes, did not accumulate in developing bone at the stage when initial vascular invasion into developing bone occurs. Within the embryonic stage, osteocalcin (Ocn) was not expressed in bone. However, Alpha 2,HS glycoprotein is also made in the lower hypertrophic zone of the growth plate (35).

In summary, we identify that Pfn1 is a novel molecule for sternal and trabecular bone development. The cellular motile function by actin cytoskeletal modulation would be involved in these events. Our observations provide a new insight into the understanding of sternum and trabecular development.
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**Figure legends**

**Figure 1.** *Pfn1* is inactivated in limb and limb-girdle mesenchyme of cKO mice.

X-gal staining of Prx1-Cre;Rosa26R mice at E11.5 (A, B) and P0 (C, D). LacZ activity was visualized in whole mount bodies of E11.5 (A) and P0 mouse (C). Histological sections of these specimens after dissecting forelimb (B) and phalangeal bone (D) were photographed under the microscope. LacZ activity was positive in mesenchyme of forelimbs and hindlimbs at E11.5 (B), and was positive in the skeletal cells including chondrocytes and osteoblasts in phalange at P0 (D). Genotyping PCR was performed using genomic DNA isolated from control (ctrl) and Prx1·KO humerus (E); flox: amplified
products corresponding to Pfn1<sup>Δ</sup> allele, Δ: Pfn1-null allele, Cre; Prx1-Cre transgene. Quantitative RT-PCR analysis of E16.5 limb and E18.5 sternum (E18.5) was performed for Pfn1 expression (F). Pfn1 expression was reduced by ~70% in Prx1·KO limb and sternum (n=3). PC, proliferative chondrocytes; HC, hypertrophic chondrocytes; OB, osteoblasts; Pe, Perichondrium.

**Figure 2. Sternal abnormalities in cKO mice.**
Skeletal preparations of control and cKO mice at P0 (A-D), and embryos (G-L) were photographed. Arrow heads indicate sternal bars (G-J). High magnification pictures of P0 specimens indicate abnormality of cKO sternum compared with control (C, D; n=5-6). Axial sections of P0 thorax were stained by alcian blue and eosin (E, F; n=3-4). st, sternum; rb, rib.

**Figure 3. 3D Micro CT analysis of P0 mouse.**
Lateral views of the control (A) and cKO (B) mice. Note that calcified sternums were visible both in in cKO and control mice, but cKO mouse sternum is hypoplastic and deformed (arrows).

**Figure 4. Endochondral bone formation is affected in embryonic cKO humerus.**
Histological analysis of E14.5, E15.5, and E16.5 humerus of control and cKO mice. Sections were von Kossa stained with Alcian blue, and representative microscopic images are shown (A-F). Trabecular bone formation was absent in cKO mice throughout the period (B, D, F) Sections were stained with alkaline phosphatase (ALP) activity (G-L). ALP-positive cells (arrowheads) were detected in perichondrium, but not in the bone-marrow space in cKO (N). n=3. CB, cortical bone; TB, trabecular bone. Scale bar, 200 µm.
Figure 5. **Endochondral bone formation is affected in cKO humerus at P0.**

Histological sections of control (A, C) and cKO (B, D) humerus at P0 were stained with haematoxylin and eosin (HE). Low magnification images showed that trabecular bone formation is impaired in cKO humerus (B). Asterisk indicates the existence of cortical bone (B). High magnification images of P0 humerus at highlighted site by rectangular in A and B. Trabecular bone (TB) was indicated in the control (C), whereas it was absent in cKO (D). n=5-6. Similar sections were stained with TRAP activity (E, F). TRAP positive cells were present both in control (E) and cKO (F). Multinucleated osteoclasts were present along with the margin of hypertrophic cartilage of the cKO bones (arrow heads). n=3-5. Micro-CT images of control (G) and cKO (H) femur at P0 indicate the absence of trabecular bone structure in cKO bones (H), although cortical bone (arrowhead) and calcified hypertrophic chondrocyte layer was detected in cKO long bones (H). n=3. PC, proliferative chondrocytes; HC, hypertrophic chondrocytes; CB, cortical bone; TB, trabecular bone; BM, bone marrow.

Figure 6. **Pfn1 is required for cell spreading and/or cell adhesion in primary skeletal cells.**

Primary cultures of the skeletal cells obtained from control (A) and cKO (B) humerus at E15.5 were photographed under the phase contrast microscopy. Note that cKO primary cells were incapable of adhering and/or spreading (B). Quantification of the ratios of adhered cells per plated cells indicates impaired adhesion/spreading of cKO primary cells was about 10% (C). Bars indicate means ± sem. Counted cells were above 25. **P<0.01 versus control cultures.** Experiment was repeated twice with similar results.

Figure 7. **Pfn1 inactivation results in reduced actin cytoskeleton in MC3T3-E1 cells.**

MC3T3-E1 osteoblastic cells were transfected with siRNA for control sequence and for Pfn1 (siCtrl and siPfn1, respectively). The efficiency of the Pfn1 knockdown was confirmed by qRT-PCR, showing approximately 90% reduction (A; n=3). Western blot analyses also confirmed Pfn1 knockdown (n=4), (B). Reduced stress fibers in siPfn1 transfected cells were visualized by green-fluorescent labeled phalloidin (C, D). The transfected cells were labeled with the Block-iT Alexa Fluor Red Fluorescent Oligo (catalog #:14750-100, Invitrogen). Experiment was repeated three times with similar results.

Figure 8. **Pfn1 inactivation inhibits cell migration in MC3T3-E1 cells.**

Scratch cell migration assay was conducted with siCtrl and siPfn1 transfected cells. Phase contrast microscopic images were captured at 0, 24, and 48 hours after scratching (A), and the width of closing scratch wound was measured for quantitation (B). Error bars indicate sem. **; P<0.01 (by Student’s t-test as a post-hoc test for two-way ANOVA. Experiment was repeated three times with similar results.

Figure 9. **Pfn1 inactivation inhibits cell proliferation.**

Proliferative cell activity of the siCtrl and siPfn1 transfected MC3T3-E1 cells was determined by MTT
cell proliferation assay. Error bars indicate sem (n=6). *; P<0.05 (by Student’s t-test as a post-hoc test for two-way ANOVA). Experiment was repeated twice with similar results.
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